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Abstract

Formulated as a feminist project, written as a pulp fiction, Architectural
Flirtations: A Love Storey begins with our claim that the architectural
discipline is centered around a culture of critique, which is based in what bell
hooks calls “a system of imperialist, white supremacist, heterosexist, capitalist,
patriarchy,” and that the values instilled by this culture not only begin with, but
are reinforced and reproduced by, the education of young architects.

Sounds serious. Right?
In a move toward a more vulnerable, ethical and empowering culture of

architecture, the project aims to displace the culture of critique, by questioning
and undermining relationships of power and privilege through practices
that are explicitly critical, queer feminist, and Campy. In other words, it
takes seriously, in an uncertain, improper and playful way, what is usually
deemed unserious within the architectural discipline, in order to undermine
the usual order of things.

All of the (love) storeys take place on March 21st, the spring equinox, in
and around a 1977 collaborative row house project called Case Unifamiliari in
Mozzo, Italy, designed by Aldo Rossi and Attilio Pizzigoni. Beda Ring, PhD
researcher, constructs a Campy renovation of one of these row houses, full of
theatricality, humor, and significant otherness; while architectural pedagogue,
Brady Burroughs, guides a student group from KTH in an Architecture and
Gender course; and Henri T. Beall, practicing architect, attends to the details
upstairs.
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